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Membership information is available from the Membership Chairman
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Membership News

lot 148

a warm welcome to new members:
Gary Withrow (0339)
Thornton  CO 80602
USA
withrowgw@yahoo.com
Area of interest: Airmail envelopes
Like to exchange & correspond

David Spivack
37 Hidden Trail
Irvine  CA 92603
USA
Interests: 50% AML, 10% R, 40% other: Waterlow 
produced labels, Waterlow/UK AMLs
Like to correspond

lot 188

lot 190 lot 191B

Update Auction #136 Realizations
3 $5 14 $5 21 $3 40 $3 46 $2 63 $3
4 $1 17 $2 23 $6 41 $3 47 $2 71 $4
5 $1 18 $2 26 $20 42 $3 48 $2 75 $1
6 $3 19 $2 39 $1 43 $8 58 $3

lot 218

to be continued on the next page
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Miscellaneous

I (BK) came across these Dutch labels. 
Unfortunately as separate labels only and 
not on a mail item.
What do these labels mean?
From a Swiss catalogue of labels 
(Guignard and Vuille, Les Etiquettes 
Postales Suisses 1876-1997, ed. 1998) I 
understood that they have the meaning 
of ‘boarding notice’ for parcels on a ship, 
similar to a boarding pass for persons 
when boarding a plane
In the Dutch label catalogue (D. de Vries, 
List of names of postal labels, 1882-1984, 
ed. 1985) they also appear in use between 
about 1953-1986.
These Dutch labels consist of 2 parts: 
the main part is attached to the parcel 
and the small part is attached to the 
accompanying parcel card. I’ve never seen 
such a parcel card. Who has?

lot 191C lot 219

lot 191A

lot 220
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In issue 127 (Summer 2017) an odd label 
from Darus Greathouse was shown:
It concerns the infamous Belgian language 
war. The label says translated: “return to 
sender. Respect my language. Please in 
Flemish”.
Now I (BK) have come across a second similar 
label, it says: ‘return to sender. Please Dutch’
The address has been changed in the 
sender’s address and in red is also written 
with an exclamation mark: back!

The letter is apparently a direct mail for a magazine called “Le canard de Gailly”. This can be deduced from 
two features: the letter is partially stamped with a precancel stamp, and if the addressee would be a reader, 
he will not return the letter angrily with the remark about french as the language of the magazine.
(‘canard’ = duck, but has also the meaning of nonsense news)

Three labels on identical postcards to 
the same address but from different 
countries: de first from Japan, the 
second from Belgium, the third from 
Chile.
As far as I can see, they aren’t listed in 
Mair’s catalogue.

On a letter from Iran to Zambia
2010
Imperf., Self adh. Size 65 x 28 mm
Red/White/Blue

On a letter from France
1983
Imperf., Self adh., size 50 x 15 mm

1986
50x15 mm
Imperf., Self adh. 
White/Dark blue

1986
36x12 mm, Imperf., Self adh. 
White/Blue

1987
40x13 mm, Imperf., Self adh. 
White/Green blue

Some unlisted AML’s recently found (BK)
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AUCTION 137, CLOSING DATE: JUNE 30 2020
For members who do not have reference catalogs, all scans of lots are available on request.
nl = not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated data
ng = no gum, pm = pencil marks, hm = hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Please no returns on lots with multiple labels or covers. You may request via e-mail, scans of lots of multiple 
labels or covers, so you can see what you are bidding on, if you are interested. Please do so early.
Please read the up-dated auction guidelines (see the penultimate page). I will do my best to confirm the 
catalog numers, but YOU are suppose to identify each lot, and state minimum bid. If you wish to donate 
material to PLSG auctions, let me know if I should give you credit, by name.
You will be notified (hopefully via e-mail) before your successful bids are sent to you what you need to pay 
for them (lot cost + commission + postage). After your payment is received, your lots will be sent to you. 
My address and e-mail are in the front of the bulletin, if needed.Note generally each * notes scarcity, and * 
is about $1 (taking condition onto consideration).

LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
Air Mail Labels

1 Unknown
Mint sheet of 5x4, folded in half.  Ref # Form. 02-060-0670, Text: Por avion, may be 
spain or Portugal, mimt w. bking p.

 $20,00 

2 Unknown mint horz pair, euro colis, pacco europeo  $5,00 
3 Algeria ALG-A-3a ** ng, right corners blunted.  $2,00 
4 Argentina ARG-B-7 *** mint booklet 0f 20.  $50,00 
5 ARG-B-7 *** mint  $3,00 
6 Australia Attested to by owner, to be from Norfolk Island. Mint pane of  $8,00 

Norfolk Island not listed by Smith. 16 (2x8), w/ tab: Sch. CP 1083/76, PM25,  no visible gum, 
Does not mean that this is not true??? Pane w/ additional printing. (suggest you view scan).

7 Like lot 6 mint pane of 6x2 and tab prt Sch. 5747-69, P.M. 25,  $8,00 
shiney gum, pane may be missing 2 labels. As submitted.

8 no lot
9 AUS-A-9a pane of 14x2, some perfortation separation. w/ tab (no print)  $20,00 

may be missing labels. Rouletted, w/o PM, as submitted.
10 Australia AUT-A-9b ** Pane of 15x2, tab top and bottom ( no printing), top right  $30,00 

label has PM 25 at upper right.some separation, has gum. as submitted.
11 mix mix 5 various plus one blk of 4, varies from mint to no gum, as  $0,80 
12 AUS-A-19a 3 w/o gum, submitted as 3 shades, as  $0,25 
13 AUS-24x may be 24c, AM 29 mm, partial cancel  $0,25 
14 AUS-B-9 ***** as, w/ hm and damaged gum  $12,00 
15 AUS-B-10 **** full gum w/ hinge  $6,00 
16 AUS-B-14 **** full pane of 8x1, with tab,full gum w/ minor marks  $25,00 
17 AUS-B-14 **** mint but for pm, minor fault at top left  $6,00 
18 AUS-B-20 ** used, partial cancel, corner damaged,  $0,50 
19 AUS-B-22 **** full gum w/ hinge remainder  $25,00 
20 AUS-B-26 *** gum w/ hm,  narrow roulette steps  $1,00 
21 AUS-B-26 *** no gum w/ wide roulette steps  $1,50 
22 AUS-B-28 ***** ng, vertical crease,slight trim at bottom, not a common label  $7,50 
23 AUS-B-29 **** mint, slight bend  $7,00 
24 AUS-B-35 **** mint  $3,50 
25 AUS-B-36 **** disturbed gum  $4,00 
26 AUS-B-37 *** 95% paper adhesions  $2,00 
27 out of order AUS-B-4c ****** full gum w/ hm  $15,00 
28 AUS-C-16 *** no gum  $1,00 
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LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
29 AUS-C-17 *** no gum  $2,00 
30 AUS-D-9 * no gum  $1,00 
31 Austria unlisted horz mint pair on backing paper  $2,00 
32 AUT-A-1a **** ng, pm  $3,00 
33 AUT-A-2a **** gum w/ hinge, translucent paper.  $3,00 
34 AUT-A2b **** ng, 11.5 pf  $2,00 
35 AUT-A-3A *** gum w/ hm, pm  $2,00 
36 AUT-A5-6? ****/*** owner not able to key them,ng &hm, other w/ ribbed paper  $4,00 
37 AUT-A-8 ** vertical 10 pf, 0ne w/ and 1 w/o reference #’s, usewd  $1,00 
38 Belgium BEL-A-5 *** ng  $2,00 
39 out of order BEL-B-B1a ***** mint  $12,00 
40 BEL-A18 * mint sheet of 4x7, white paper backing.  $20,00 
41 Bolivia BLV-B-1 ****** full gum, w/ 2 hm, nick at lower right corner  $20,00 
42 Brazil BRA-A-9 * on paper  $0,25 
43 BRA-B-1 ***** full gum but for hinge  $10,00 
44 BRA-B-1 ***** corner block of 6 w/ sevage, small thin, one faint hm  $30,00 
45 BRA-B-2 ***** full gum but for hinge  $6,00 
46 BRA-B-3 ***** gum w/ hm, pm  $3,50 
47 BRA-B-6 **** gum w/ hinge  $4,00 
48 BRA-B-8 ***** two part label,heavy thin  $3,00 
49 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** green shade, ng , 11.5 pf,  $3,50 
50 BUL-A-2x **** brown shade, ng,hm, pm, paper adhev.  $2,00 
51 BUL-A-7a ** vertical strip of 3, off centered to left, matt gum  $0,25 
52 BUL-C-1a ** matt gum, small vertical wrinkle  $2,00 
53 Canada n.l. Fragile label, red, matt or no gum  $1,00 
54 n.l. block of 4: two of each, english and french, roult,mint/matt g.  $1,00 
55 not listed ? mint pane of 2x10 AML, ref # 43-074-038 (02-12)  $15,00 
56 CAN-A-8 **** full gum, hm  $3,00 
57 CAN- 35a * pane of 8x2, with reference #: 43 074.038 (4.74) on tab  $4,00 
58 CAN-35X Like lot 57, but without printing on tab  $2,00 
59 NO LOT
60 CAN-35Z two shades of CAN-35, w/ no gum  $0,20 
61 CAN-B-7 *** gum w/ hinges  $2,00 
62 CAN-B-8 **** mint  $4,00 
63 CAN-B-9a *** mint, w/ minor creases  $2,00 
64 CAN-B-12 **** mnh  $3,00 
65 CAN-B-14 *** mint  $2,00 
66 CAN-B-15 *** gum, thin  $1,00 
67 CAN-B-16x ** ng, hm  $2,00 
68 CAN-B-18 ** ng, pm  $2,00 
69 Chile CHL-A-2a **** PA 35-36 mm, used partial cancel seen  $2,00 
70 Christmas Isl. CRI-A-2 **** Vertical pair of large labels, ng, one has roughleft edge.  $5,00 
71 Columbia CLM-2a *** partial cancel, ng  $3,00 
72 Cyprus CYP-A-1b ***** mint, tête-bêche pair, as,   $12,00 
73 Czechoslovakia CSR-A-1/4 each 5 * all as is, full gum w/hm,1 w/ creases, rare set  $75,00 
74 Denmark DNK-A-1 **** 2 straight edges, full gum w/ hinge 1 bend.   $4,00 
75 DNK-A-2a *** mint, 2 straight edges,  $2,00 
76 DNK-A-15 * used, on papoer, edges a bit rough.  $0,50 
77 Egypt EGY-A-4b *** full dull gum  $2,00 
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LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
78 Fiji FIJ-A-1 * vertical pair ng  $0,50 
79 France FRA-A-1 ****** no gum, pm, bottom edge not cut straight.  $4,00 
80 (out of order) FRA--? ng, as FRA-B-44a (****) but not red but blue  $5,00 
81 FRA-A-3d ** ng, close top and right  $1,00 
82 FRA-B-23a ***** mint  $8,00 
83 FRA-B-91 *** ng  $4,00 
84 Germany(AOG) AOG-A-1 **** mint  $5,00 
85 AOG-A-1 **** mint, block of 4 $12 
86 FRG-A-3b * horz mint pair (coil)  $2,00 
87 FRG-A-6 * ng, left side rough  $0,25 
88 FRG-A-7 * on paper,  $0,25 
89 FRG-B-1b *** mint, minor crease/bend $4 
90 FRG-C-16 * on paper  $0,50 
91 GDR-B-2a **** gum w/ hm,pm, thin  $2,00 
92 GER-A-1a **** mint but for p.m.  $4,00 
93 GER-A-10a ***** yellow org. impf. Right edge cut close  $4,00 
94 GER-A-11 **** yellow org. scratches left frame corner to M., ng  $4,00 
95 GER-A-12 **** vertical strip of 3, as submitted, 1 hinged/ 2 mint  $25,00 
96 GER-A-14 ***** mint a.s.  $9,00 
97 GER-A-17 **** ng, hm  $3,00 
98 GER-B-1a ***** mint  $10,00 
99 GER-C-16a ***** full gum, w/ pm, front right corner damaged  $4,00 

100 GER-C-22 **** gum hm, pm, faint white spots on face.  $7,00 
101 Great Britian AML’s 7 common AML,s, one mint  $1,00 
102 unlisted? pane of 3x6, mint on white backing paper self adh.  $8,00 
103 unlisted about c. 2003, mint self adh. Orbit A.S.S.S.  $2,00 
104 unlisted MCD 2005  $4,00 
105 GBR-A-4c *** mint but for pm, a.s.  $2,00 
106 GBR-A-12 ** mint, a.s.  $1,50 
107 GBR-B-8 ***** mint but for pm, as  $8,00 
108 GBR-B-9 ***** full gum w/ hinge  $8,00 
109 GBR-B-10 ***** full gum w/hinge  $8,00 
110 GBR-B-11 **** full gum w/hinge  $8,00 
111 GBR-B-12 ***** full gum w/ hinge  $8,00 
112 GBR-B-13a *** mint booklet of 5 panes of 5, (25) looks complete.  $20,00 
113 GBR-B-16a *** mint w/ pm  $3,50 
114 GBR-C-36 **** mint  $5,00 

Air Mail Label covers: been thru the mail, and the covers may have faults. My latest Scott is 2013, so 
not all stamp prices are present. Reserve is lowest price accepted.  Except for a few scarce covers, 
the reserves are less that label/stamp prices. If interest seen will try better covers, if they go well?

115 Austraila Aus-A-15s * 1970, w/ 3 449, 2 450  scott,  $2,00 
116 Aus-A-14 ** 1984, w/ 3 894’s  $3,00 
117 Aus-A-15a * 1984  $1,50 
118 Austria AUT-A-3a *** 1937??  Top left corner of label damaged, front torn  $1,00 
119 AUT-A-3a *** 1936, on post card  $1,50 
120 AUT-A-15a * 2 x 968 scott  $1,00 
121 AUT-A-15c * 4x 858, 2x1288,  $1,50 
122 Belgium BEL-A-8 ** 1957 cover, some damage seen. Check scan  $2,00 
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LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
123 Unlisted 1985 cover, see scan  $5,00 
124 BEL-A-10 ** 1949? Cover, missing flap, commercial cover  $2,00 
125 BEL-C-15a *** 1947 cover, direction stamp?, nice AML.  $3,00 
126 BEL-C- *** each 15a different shade from lot 125/ second label 15b, blue  $4,00 

label as 15a, each both on large piece (2 pcs) 
127 Canada CAN-A-12 **** scott C7,$1.20, 1940 cover, nice small cover  $4,00 
128 CAN-A-8 **** embossed  long cover  $3,00 
129 CAN-A-22 ** 1943, scott c8  $2,00 
130 CAN-A-23 * 1940, scott c8  $1,00 
131 CAN-A-24? * 1955 cover, F>D>C> blk of 4:(357) label tied to cover, nice  $2,00 
132  CAN-A-30 * 1964 cover, cancel centered on stamp: Scott 430, clean  $2,00 
133 CAN-A-31 * 1967 cover,  $1,25 
134 CAN-A-33 * 1969 cover  $1,00 
135 China TWN-A-4 ** text 33 mm, 157 X2. upper left corner of cover missing  $3,00 
136 TWN-A-5 ** 1497x2  @.20  $2,00 
137 Finland FNL-A-22 ** C7 (.50), 316, two .20, 317 .20  $3,00 
138 France FRA-A-3a *** 1924 cover?, 574, $0.40,  $1,50 
139 FRA-A-3d ** 631-2, $.55, FLAP missing  $2,50 
140 FRA-A-3b ** 1948 cover, 3x600 at .25 each,  $2,50 
141   -A-3d or e ** 1947 cover,  stps 571+574, tied to cover  $2,00 
142 FRA-B-8 1949 cover, 2x630 stps, 619, 532 , rough opening at top.  $2,00 
143 FRA-B-8 ** 1940 cover, stp (600 x3) at $.25+ (577 at $.40)   $3,00 
144 Germany AOG-A-1 **** 1949 cover, stp 655 ($.20), no flap  $4,00 
145 GDB-B-1a *** 1961 cover, stps 432-3, tied to cover, lower rt corner gone.  $4,00 
146 GDR-A-8 or9 * stps over $4, reg label damaged  $4,00 
147 FRG-A-7 * 1997 cover, stps 1530/1539  $1,00 
148 not listed two part air mail label, 2012 cover  $5,00 
149 Great Britian FDC Stps 514-516, $.75,, stps tied to cover  $2,00 
150 GRB-A-51a BAM 29 mm, PA 26 mm, 1999 cover  $2,00 
151 GBR-A-57 stp 1888 $1.00, 1989 cover, no flap.  $1,50 
152 Greece GRC-A-10 * stps= 932x2 = $.50,  $1,50 
153 GRC-A-11 * stps 1039+1133, 1977 Lions international cover  $1,00 
154 GRC-A-16a * stps 1164,1162 and 1216, flap missing  $1,50 
155 GRC-A-13 * 1990 cover W/ 5 stamps  $1,00 
156 Hong Kong HKG-A-9, * 2 $.50  face value stps, light blue AML  $1,00 
157 HKG-A-9, * 1976 cover,  dark Blue AML,  $1 and $0.30 face stps  $1,50 
158 Iceland ICL-A-4b *** stps 249, 251, 1951 cover?  $3,00 
159 ICL-A-4b *** no flap, stps 311,326, 335 and 343  $4,00 
160 ICL-A-6 * rouletted, stps 543,553 and 557.  $1,00 
161 ICL-B-9 ** stps 412 to 414 +B17, red cross stps.  $3,00 
162 Indonesia IDO-A-2 ** 1955 cover to Aden, back stamped.  $3,00 
163 Ireland IRL-A-8 ** 1/3 SINGLE STAMP POSTAGE, C-6, NO CANCEL  $2,00 
164 IRL-A-23 * 1996 cover, $1.45 catalog in stamps  (1105 x 3 +  1141  $2,00 
165 IRL-A-23 * stp scott 1351, $.50, 2002 cover  $1,00 
166 Italy 30,1 express 1973 cover, 100, 180 and 300 lire stps.  $1,00 
167 ITA-A-12 * 1988  ?cover, 1424 and 1426 stps  $1,00 
168 ITA-A-16 * padded bubble cover, w/ stp 2123 stp, $2.00  $2,00 
169 ITA-A-13 * stps 819-826, `from Trieste  $1,00 
170 ITA-B-25 * stps 1412 (4) AND 1410 TIED TO 1984 cover w/ meter  $2,00 
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LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
171 ITA--C-14 * impf AML w/ thin black border, 1970 cover.  $1,25 
172 ITA-C-18 * stamps 1413 (4) 1416 .25 each,  $1,50 
173 ITA-C-30 * 1802 ($1) stamp tied to 1991 cover  $1,50 
174 Kenya KEN-B-5 ** 1987 cover, 2 ($.85, 1/- ) and 1 ($.85, 255 2/- ), nice  $3,00 
175 KEN-B-5 ** 1986 cover,  1 (258,$1.90, 5/-)  $4,00 
176 KEN-B-7 ** 1989? Cover, stamps (3 of 600,$.20 + 1 (50/-) 608, nice  $5,00 
177 Mexico MEX-1-1a **** 1930 cover, w/ c-13 stp ($1.25)  $5,00 
178 MEX-B-6 **** date not clear, 2 stamps C-167 ($.50)  $4,00 
179 Namibia NMB-A-1 * 1991 cover, stamps 702-705, ($2.55), nice  $3,00 
180 Netherlands NEL-A-6 *** stamps 258 and 260,  $2,00 
181 NEL-A-24 * 2 (774a) each $.20. 1995 / cover  $1,00 
182 New Zealand NZL-A-3a *** 1951 ? Cover, Stamps B26,B27, and B30, $.35 each, nice  $3,00 
183 United States USA-B-57 *** 1950, black  Miami cachet, clean  $4,00 
184 USA-B-58 *** Same cover as lot 183 but violet cachet,air parcel, addresse  $4,00 
185 USA-B-71 *** label tied w/ date cancel and stamps bearly tied, nice  $5,00 
186 USA-B-130 **** 1951 back cancel, label tied, scarce cover  $8,00 
187 USA-B-131 ****  official  1954 cover, scarce cover  $8,00 
188 USA-B-134 ***** very rare USA label, used from Lebanon,1955, as intended  $30,00 
189 USA-B-172 *** 1938 cover, this label is hard to find on cover or off cover.  $8,00 
190 USA-B-261 ***** I have been collecting over 60 years, and only have seen 2  $40,00 

of these. This is one of them. The other is not for sale.

 The Thomas Air Transport Label Catalog was written about 1976 to 1993. When all are piled up
it is almost 14 inches high. And contains about 22 sections based on geographic areas, including 
several updates. It is then arranged by Airlines. Which makes it very hard to locate material.  Also

the pictures are in black and white and they are poor quality.  But it is the only reference that I 
am aware of that covers airline material Labels.  If it is listed in Thomas, it is at least 27 years old.

Ask for scans if interested. Measurements in approximant inches.

  191A American A.L. USA-355-6  unlisted ref # is T231, see Vol. 1a page 44-45.  $8,00 
  191B “ USA308 3a, pg 43, and Vol. 3ab, pg 14  $6,00 
  191C Aerolineas  Argentinas     AR-260   U Vol 4, pg 3, 7.5x3.5  $6,00 

192 American A.L. USA-178x C Vol. 3A, pg 38, 4.75x3.25  $9,00 
193 “ USA-175 U Vol. 3A, pg 38, 3.5 round  $12,00 
194            “ USA-179 C Vol. 3A, pg 38, 3.5x3.5 square  $20,00 
195 Braniff A.Ways USB-120 C Vol. 3 pg 65, small face faults, 3.5 diameters round  $8,00 
196           “ USB-117 C Vol. 3, pg 65, 3.75 diameter,  $9,00 
197 Capital A.L. USC-20 C Vol. 3a, pg 72, 3.75 diameter  $8,00 
198        “ same as lot 197
199 Capital A.L. USC - 47 C Viscount, dark blue, 3.5 x 2.75, Vol. 3a, pg 73  $11,00 
200 Frontier A.L. USF-163 C FAL, w/ green arrow  $12,00 
201        “ USF-164 C 4x2.5 in., Fly Frontier, airlines  $26,00 
202 KLM KLM- not listed, 30th yr anniversity, nick at left edge. 11 cm round  $30,00 
203 National A.L. USN-18 C 881-71 reference #, Vol. 3, pg 153  $6,00 
204      “ Comat 881-20, reference #,not found, minor spots  $6,00 
205 Northern A.W. AL-45 U Fairbanks Alaska, Air Expeditors, Vol. 3, pg 13  $10,00 
206 N.A. C. NZ-71 C Vol. 2 pg 143, about 2.5 x 1.5 inches.  $10,00 
207 NorthEast USN-190 U Vol. 3b, pg 163, 4.5x2.25 oval  $12,00 
208 NorthWest A.L. not found Gold ribbon Strato-Cargo, 6x 1.75 in.  $15,00 
209 North west USN-288x C 3 inches diameter  $8,00 
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LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve 
210 Pan American not found Clipper cargo, Id/lot label, ref (9253-3014c)blue,5x3.2.5  $7,00 
211            ‘”       “ 2x3 card Follow the sun, sticker?  $5,00 
212            “       “     “ Direct Clipper Flights to NICE  $5,00 
213            “       “     “ For quick results ship by clipper cargo/ desert scene  $5,00 
214            “      “     “ PanAmerican World Airways, 1950 calender on back  $5,00 
215            “      “     “ Clipper service around the clock  $5,00 
216 Puervian A.W. PU-75 S 3.75x2.75, some small faults, front and back, scarce  $25,00 
217 Swiss Air SZ-100 C Yellow Air Waybill, 5.75x4, Vol. 1a, pg 232  $10,00 
218 TTA Air Freight Perishable AS 840 Vol 2, page 129, 6.25x2 , green and black, ref #. T 15  $10,00 
219 Via T.A. I. FR-360x U Vol. 1, page 63, Madrid, yellow green, 4x3, 2 slight bends  $12,00 
220 FR-360y U same as 219, but pinkish, and  Barcelone  $12,00 
221 Transocean UST-143 C luggage label?, red/white, 6.75x3.25, Vool. 3b, pg 235  $12,00 
222 T.W.A. Ref #:  F-871  11/47, TWA, 3x2.5, TWA Aircargo  $8,00 
223 Western A.L. oval, 4x 3.75, dark blue and red. Boeing 707 Jets  $12,00 

Guidelines for PLSG Auctions

1.  PLSG auctions are restricted to PLSG members of good standing.
2.  Bids must reach auctioneer no later than 7 pm of the closing date.
3.  Lots are sold at one increment over next highest bid. Increments of U.S. $0.25. Earliest bid prevails in case of 

ties.
4.  Notification with invoice (either by mail or e-mail) will be made as soon as possible. Payment due upon 

receipt.
5.  Reasonable refunds made for lots returned for just cause.
6.  Exceptions may be made when scans of lots (especially multiple label lots, or covers) were provided to the 

bidder before the bidding.
7.  Owners are charged 10% of the amount of the winning bids. 5% buyer’s premium will be added to help 

defray costs of operations.
8.  Members are urged to send their excess material to auctioneer for inclusion to future auctions.
9.  Material submitted is at owners’ risk. Every reasonable precaution is taken for its protection but neither the 

auctioneer nor PLSG may be held liable for damage or loss of material sent to successful bidders.
10. Consignors MUST describe each lot, identify by catalog numbers, if possible, and set the reserve (minimal 

value acceptable for sale).
11. Abbreviations used are those in standard philatelic practice or listed in the list of lots offered.
12. Remittances should be made to the auctioneer. (May request funds to go to Treasurer in the members 

individual PLSG account, to be used for future auction purchases. This can reduce fees and other expenses.)
13.  A list of “Prices Realized” will be reported in a future issue of the Bulletin.
14  An effort will be made to make available scans of the current auction lots (front view only). Booklets will not 

be opened for scans (to prevent damage to them). This should help avoid members from bidding on a pig in 
the poke. Backs of lots (details may not be visible) such as back of labels or covers.

15.  References used:
 Air mail labels (AML’s), Catalog of Airmails by Günther Mair, 1991 version
 Worldwide Registration Labels by Charles Smith, 1995 version
 Air Line material, if found, Thomas Air Transport, 6 volumes, about 1976
 Stamps on covers, identified from Scott numbers by owners.

Helpful comments and suggestions to auctioneer are welcome.

These Auctions depend upon the members of PLSG and the quality of material submitted by them. Please think 
about submitting material that you determine not to be needed or are extra material. These items may be 
available in your area, but may not be available to others
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Closing date: June 30, 2020
Auction #137 Closing date Jun 30, 2020
Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result

Successful bids will be circled. Please do not enter bids in units smaller that 25c. Such entries will be lowered to 
the nearest quarter-dollar. Bids for less than the reserve will be ignored.

Lots must be paid for within 7 days of receipt or returned of not in accordance with the description.
Please sign your bid sheet form in the space provided and make cheques payable to:

Darus W. Greathouse
42 Lee Ave
Deptford, NJ 08096
USA

From Name _________________________

Address ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ____________________________

Signature ___________________________

Member # __________________________


